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the third part of the epic is the longest, with the focus shifting from rama and sita, to their children, and
finally to the ascension of rama as the king of the country of ayodhya. the fourth part deals with the

chastisement of ravana, the demon king of lanka, and his brother. in the final part of the epic, rama returns
to ayodhya, reclaims the throne and marries his wife sita. the fifth part of the epic describes the joy that

rama feels when he sees his wife once more. the ramayana is believed to have been composed by kalidas,
a sanskrit poet of the fifth century ce. the composer is believed to have written the poem in terse and
elegant sanskrit, which lends the epic a rich musicality. its narrative structures are rich, with elaborate

visual and auditory elements. the ramayana is filled with fantastic descriptions of gods and demons. it is an
immensely popular subject in indian art and music, and is the basis for many musical compositions. you
will need several of the following: a room with a projector and computer and video player. you can use a

projector for a large screen, or a computer and video player for a smaller screen. a comfortable chair with
arms the "ramayana" unabridged version of the text. the following is a list of the episodes of the

ramayana. you may be surprised that there are many more. the ramayana is a very long poem. the original
can be read in sanskrit, and a less poetic version of the ramayana is widely available in hindi. the

ramayana is a story of war, conquest, and sacrifice, often with a religious bent. it includes adventure, love,
and humor. rama, the hero, is a mighty, heroic, and loyal warrior. he has many noble qualities, and he is

kind, gentle, and compassionate. he is a perfect prince, a great king, and a hero.
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the baahubali star has been receiving immense praise for his portrayal of ravana in the baahubali
franchise. recently, he has even been cast to play the titular character in a historical drama titled raju

gandhi, which will mark prabhas’ debut as a director. the movie will also feature his childhood friend and
popular actor, ram charan, and is set to release in november this year. prabhas’ previous film sivaji,

released in 2006, is considered a box-office hit and one of the reasons for his success. he has six other
movies to his credit, including an unreleased film, and is also a popular television personality. prabhas’

upcoming movies include radhe shyam, an untitled nag ashwin movie opposite deepika padukone,
adipurush and neerja. the adipurush is the remake of lagaan, while neerja is a biographical action thriller
based on the operations of the indian air force’s air women’s combat unit, which was formed in 1972, and
has seen several notable members and notable action, including the loss of its first female pilot squadron
leader hema malini. it will release in october this year. the original ramayana epic, written by the sanskrit
poet valmiki, is thought to have been composed around the first century bce. the story revolves around

rama, a virtuous hindu king who is reluctantly forced to leave his kingdom and go into exile, along with his
wife sita and his brother lakshmana. sita, having been abducted by rama's half-brother ravana, a powerful
demon, has to be rescued by rama before he and lakshmana leave to battle ravana. along with his brother
and a companion, rama finally defeats ravana, and is returned to his kingdom by an army of monkeys. the

story ends with rama's return to his kingdom, with sita and lakshmana standing by his side. most of the
verses describing the battles are lyrical and can be attributed to the bardic tradition of epic poetry.
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